The Cambria Calendar
History
Our calendar system is in use at a variety of businesses, both a starting point for a larger system or as it
is today. Examples are calendars on corporate intranets, a catering company that wanted their clientele
to select meals for each day, etc.
Getting Started
The two options that we will be dealing with in this section are the ones for the Office Calendar. Choose
the option for “Office Calendar”.

Calendar
The calendar is shown below. Each user has a different color to indicate their events. Events can be all
day events or for a certain time period.
Today’s date is highlighted in beige. At the time of this document, today was March 18, 2002.

Showing only certain user’s events
You can change the calendar to only show one user’s events. To do this, select a name in the drop-down
list.

The calendar will adjust to only show that user’s events.

Since each user is linked to an office, you can select an office name to show all of the events for all of the
people in that office.
Moving through the calendar
You can scroll through the calendar by using the “4 Weeks” and “Week” buttons. The ones to the right of
the Calendar title will move ahead in time. The ones to the left will move back in time.

You can also move to a specific date by clicking the calendar button next to “Change Start Date To.”

This brings up a little calendar that allows you to click on a date. This will change the calendar to start on
that week.
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See a full day of events

To see a full day of events, click on the day.

This brings up a list of all of the events for that day for all of the users.

Adding Events
To add an event, either click the option in the full day view:
OR click the option in the calendar view:
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This brings up the add event window. Follow the directions to add an event to the calendar.

When the event is added to the calendar, you will only initially see the title of the event.

However, if you place your mouse over the event title, a yellow window will appear with the notes
description.
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Update/Delete an Event
To update or delete an event, simply click on the title of an event. This brings up the update/delete event
window.

Make any changes and choose the “Update Event” button to update the event or choose the “Delete
Event” button to delete the event.
Calendar Colors
Each user can choose a calendar color. This page is available from either the 2nd option on the main
Intranet page or by choosing the left menu option for “Pick Calendar Color.”
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The calendar has a variety of colors that each user can pick. To choose a calendar color for your user,
simply follow the page directions.
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